~ TRUE MAGIC ~
(Part 3)

- THE TRULY FINE LINE (Evil or Holy)
Needless to say, it’s nice to be back and writing again! Life can spin on a dime and
mine has done so in many recent tumultuous ways, but clear skies now back in full
force!
Enough about my absence!
Let’s get this all back on track..
This is one of the MOST IMPORTANT essays I have ever been given to share so I
DEEPLY and sincerely hope whoever sees this saves it, studies it intently, and refers
back to it..
Ok..
Please quiet your mind and Spirit and let this message soak all the way into the bone,
is my prayer upon ALL who see this one..
Too often we find ourselves being sapped and drained of our energy by the torrential
downpour that rains upon all of us drawing breath in this life.
This is a trap......
The ENERGY spent dealing with things that are TEMPORARY, will most assuredly
DRAIN us of what we need when it comes time for us to do what we were all MADE
to do...
Reach out and HELP ONE ANOTHER...
Tough, when clearly the “deck is stacked” against us....
That known, for any of this material to be revelatory, one must be in a quiet state of
mind and unencumbered by outside thoughts or the depth of this material will never
reach clarity....
With that caveat, please read on.....

It is the nature of being in a human existence to wish to elevate ourselves, if even in
only our own minds to a state of where “we” are “larger” than life or, are in some
way “special.” To be straightforward about this, it is a difficult balance to maintain an
awareness that we are created in the image of God, and yet still must remain humbled
before Him. Humility, unfortunately, is not something one can boast of possessing by
the very nature of the definition of the word refuses to allow that.
Also, unfortunately, as was the first and primal failure of a created being, it was pride
of being so wrapped up in his CREATED form which was truly incredibly beautiful
that the devil became so incredibly vain that vanity overtook him and he then saw
himself as greater than his Creator. The gravity of this egregious and poisonous corruption of his soul was that which manifested in actually IDOL (read:SELF) worship.
This purposeful malignant process lead him into his permanent damnation when he
forgot he was a created being and attempted to, through pride and ego, to elevate
himself above his Creator and make an entirely impossible attempt to actually OVERTHROW his Creator! Yes, clearly insane by reason of being an egomaniac, which; by
the way, certainly is widespread in todays society and sadly, those numbers are indeed
staggering...
We are not just children of the Creator. There is locked up inside all of us every single
ability, gift, miracle and such decisively unstoppable power to manifest ANYTHING
we petition (pray, focus, meditate, etc.) as I have already explored in the “Magic” series, yet sadly so few subjigate the flesh to BE that highly tuned ‘key’ that truthfully
can turn ANY lock...
The Creators words describing us make this absolutely CTYSTAL clear.. He tells us directly that we truly are known to be a royal priesthood, which, in truth, makes us both
kings and priests. The parallel is quite clear. Not only do we have Divine authority
operating in the UNSEEN realm, but; like a ‘royal’ we have vast power over physical
paradigms as well...
The honor of walking in this is an open pit of a trap for the malintended, which is why
no egomcentric evil individual will NEVER attain a walk imbued with this level of authority (read:POWER) as the great snare of their own choosing hopelessly binds them..
Thos trap is simple and all those who DO rightfully walk in it cannot miss the choice
detailed below.
Herein lies the fork in the road between humilty and narcisstic, sociopathic eegomanical certain death.

Here is the paradox...
Problem is very clear. Pondering on how it is for us which makes it so very easy (cause,
it AIN’T us, but He who conduits this power through us) We find, being a fallen and
flawed ‘clay pot’ we examine the quandry of just simply seeing this gift in these terms..
We wonder so how can one equate this magnificence into a state where one can even
remain humble, knowing the very fire of Creation flows through us and this energy,
which is a gift to us, can cause literal miracles and manifestations before our very eyes
that stagger the imagination and defy natural explanation and yet remain “humble” in
our life and in our walk and in our ways? It is not an easy thing to do, which is why a
Spiritual walk is primarily so difficult.
We have already explored the fact of the existence of evil in writings I’ve put up in our
group forum so let’s go forward from there, knowing evil does in fact, exist. There are
essentially two types of people on this plane, the Bible refers to them as the “sheep”
and the “goats” and this is why the gift of discernment is one of the nine gifts of the
Spirit to navigate this life successfully, they must be operating in our lives. Much like
a tightrope walk over a volcano is how we must view our lives, considering it was the
very nature of the death of Jesus that these gifts could even be imparted to flawed and
fallen beings, and thus, only those who refuse to live for themselves, but have already
DIED to the flesh, which cannot carry such vast wonder and dynamic energy which
can literally turn mountains into sand or vice versa.
I realize this message is controversial and may well fly in the face of the way most
“self-help” dynamics are purported to work. Most of these, I refer to as ego inflation
exercises and literally will deflate one spiritually as they increase in their “seeming”
confidence and presence of their own selves, minds and thinking. I also realize this
message will not reach those lost in that tunnel irretreivably but will say that the
tunnel of ego inflating mindsets only leads to an impending doom of catastrophic
proportions.

We MUST realize, it is NOT “us” that is ANYTHING in this Universe, but only by
that which has been GIVEN us are we something. Getting caught up in the “you are
so great” mentality of most self-help teachers is actually diametrically opposed to true
Spiritual growth and cleansing and actually will, through the primary Laws of Attraction, BRING problems into one’s life instead of the other way around, albeit MANY of
“those” problems are UNSEEN by those caught up in that sinister game! This is why,
generally speaking, self-help philosophies deeming that WE are “special” is so very
dangerous. YES! He who SENT us IS “special” and so are the GIFTS that He IMPARTS
to us, and there the ball stops!
There are many more layers under these things that I will not go into at the outset of
this post for it would be many more pages. I will leave this here and open the conversation in the hopes of exploring those levels in the thread that follows this post.
Highest Regards and Much Love,
Kevin
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